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I.Ie would 1l-ke to commend the authors on presentl-ng such a unique and

comprehensive set of physfcal and chemfcal dat.a relatlng to the indoor radon

concentratlons of a sfngle fanlly house. In our dLscussion, r¡e exÈend the

interpretation of the dat.a presented 1n thls paper by developtng what we

feel is an improved nodel that can be used to predict radon concentrations

in thís house and possibly in others as r¡elI. In particular, rre concentrate

on the more compleÈe set of low sump activity data whlch we have replotted

in Fig. 1.

A steady state mass balance for radon in a house that. is considered a

single, well-mixed zone yields

dcVãE=RICo+R'C.+od'-R¡C=0 (1)

where

V = volume of the houée (L)

C = indoor radon concentration (pci/L)

Co = outdoor radon concentration (pCl/L)

Cs = soil gas radon coricentration (pCi/L)

Rs = raÈe of soil gas entering the house (L/hr)

R1 = rate of outdoor alr ent.eri-ng Èhe house (L/hr)

R5 = rate of indoor aír leaving Èhe house (L/hr)

odt = diffusive emission of radon into the house (pCi/t¡r)

The, diffusive couponent, ddt, consfsts of radon emission from concrete,

radon diffusion froro soil through the concrete and emissfon from radon dis-

solved in r¿ater.

Using RI = RE - R", equation (1) can be solved for C to find

Rs

Rl )
Rs odt

a=*UCs+E-+Co G
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The item in parentheses 15 s'1rral to unlty since R"/R¡ ( 1' Thus

c=fscs+
o¿

]ç *co (2)

where fs = Rs/RB is the fractl-on of alr entering the house from soll gas,

od = o¿'/V, and \ = RE/V is Èhe al-r exchange rate for the house'

Equation (2) says that the indoor radon concentration is the sum of

three component.s:

1. fsCs - radon entering via soll gas flow'

2. o¿/ \ - diffusive radon emission lnto the house'

3. Co - radon in outdoor air.

Inplicitly using this model, the authors r¡ake two simplifying assumP-

tl-ons: 1) the radon contribution from outdoor air is small and can be

neglected and. (2) Ehe soll-gas flow component, fsCs' can be considered

constanË. Therefore, they find C = k¡ * q/ \, where o¿ and k¡ = f"C" are

constants. Using this model, their best fit to the data is shol¡n by curve B

of 3ig. 1. Curve C shows a best fit to the data assuming the radon emission

into the house is constanË, independent of the ventilation rate \.

I^re feel that neither of the above assuuptions are valid and presenÈ a

third model. The measured average out.door radon conceritration in the test

house was 0.3 pCi/L while the indoor radon concentration ranged from O.7'2.0

pCL/L. Therefore, outdoor radon contributed L5-43"/" of the radon in this

house during the lor¡ sump activity periods and."rrrroi óe neglected'

l{e l¡ill no¡¿ show that fscs is not constant and can be related to

the ventilation rate as follows. First, consider the soil gas radon
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concentration C". The data presented by the authors ln Table 4 show that

over the range of lndoor-outdoor tenperature dlfferences ( ¿[), wind speeds

(u) and baroneÈric pressure changes (B'), the soil gas radon concentration

varied from 251-434 pCt/L. In fact, a very nice equation of the form C" =

f(^T, u, Bt) can be developed from the followLng nodel.

Alt*rough many factors such as wÍnd direction'and soil perrneability rnay

cause the soil gas radon concentration Èo be greater on one slde of the

bouse or the other, we w111 assume that the concentration of soil gas whlch

actually enters the house is fairly uniform. If we now conslder a unit

volume of soil near the surface of the house, a steady-state mass balance

for the radon ln that sol-l is given by

dcs
aT- =[- kc"- \ocs=o

where

E = emission of radon from radium decay (pCt/hr-f,soil).

þ = loss due Èo radon diffuslon and radioactive decay (ft.-r).

\ = loss due to ¡¡eather induced dllution (frt- l).

Solving for Gs,

E E/h Cso
1=-=-=-- rd+\o 1+lw/h 1+b

where Cso : E/ \ is the soil gas radon concentration lf there is no weather-

induced flov¡ and \ = \r/ h.

He nor¡ assume that C"o and þ are constant and Èhat b = \"/ b can be

roodeled as \ = "ÂT 
* bu1.5 + cBt. A best fit to the low sunp activity

data presented in Table 4 yields

cso 67L

1t aAT f bu1.5 + cBr I + .O729¿tr + .0777u1.5 +.OO294BI
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Fig. 2 of thj s ^ruqunicatlon shows a comparl-son of the actual radon soll gas

concentration and the computed concentratiori using equation (3). As can be

seen, the agreement is excellent and makes a sErong case for the exl,stence

of weather induced soll gas flow.

IJe now look at the term f", the fractl-on of air entering Èhe house

from soil gas. Rearranging equation (2), we can solve fo¡ f".to find

_ \tc-co) - o¿r= = -- - l4l
\(cs-Co)

Using Co = 0.3 pCi/L, the auÈhors estinat,ed value of e = 0.06 pCi/L-hr

and the data presented by the authors in Tab1e 4 and Fig. 5 over the range

of \, C, and C" values, r¡re compute a value of fs = 0.0020 + 0.0003.

Therefore, 0.207" + 0.032 of the air enEering the house cones through the

soiI.

Equation (2) conblnea wittr Ëhe values for f" and C" we have just

developed yields

f sCso odI = - +--¡- C

1* \(AT,u,B') \¡
o (s)

vhere f", Cso, od, and C9 are all coristants.

I,Ie now try Èo relate \ and \¡ by assuming that \ can be

nodelled as \ = \(^Tr.t) = aÀT * bu1'5, where a and b are constants.

Using the data presented by the authors in Table 2, we find

\ (Àr,tt) = o.o106 Àt + 0.9257.11''5'

Values of \ coruputed usÍng this equation are plotted against. the actual

values 1n Fig. 3. The plot shows sone scaÈter, buÈ is fairly typical for

this type of correlation.
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I^Ie now define q = L/ \. Negrecting the baronetrlc pressure --iúr

in \ (which ls usually srnall),

L .0729 ¡tr + .0777ut'5
U---

\ .0106& + .0257u1.5

Thls term will not, 1n general, be consÈant. In particular, it 1s l-nÈer-

esting to note that the AT term is a much larger contributor to I than it

is to \. This seens reasonable sLnce the wind would tend to cause less

pressure induced flow through the soLl than l-nto the house.

However, to a fairly good approximation, we can consider q constant.

For the range of AT and u listed in Table 4 by the authors (4 oC < Æ <

16 oC, 1.0 n/s ( u ( 3.5 n/s), we find c = 5.3 t 1.0 (!Lgi¿). If we now

leÈ b = c\ in equation (5) and substitute all the known values for the

constants we find

f sCso qC
l'=-+-+n

1+c\ \
r .34

1 + 5.3\ + 0'06 + 0.3
\

(6)
o

This equation is plotted in Fig. 1 (curve A). The agreenent with the

observed data is very good, even at the extremes in venËilation rate. This

is particularly interesting slnce nost of the constant,s r¿ere derived from

the Table 4 data which spans only an intermedlate range of ventilation

raÈes. Conaparison of curves A and B Èo the data shows that curve A results

in an average standard deviatlon of !L2"/" ut}:lí1.e curve B yields a standard

deviation of !247".

Very little data of the type presented in the authorsr paper is

available. If nothing else, this modeling exercise points toward a need for

rnore of the same since it ls becoming increasingly clear that the mechanisms

causing radon entry into homes are rnore complicated than had previously been

recognized.
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Fig.1.

rí-g. 2.

Fig.3.

FIGURX CAPTIONS

The tow sump activlty data along with the tr¡o models (curves B and

C) presented in Fig. 5 of the authorst paper. Curve A represents

the model presenËed ln this dlscusslon.

A conparfson of the radon soil gas concentrations presented ín the '

authorst paper with those comPuted from a modef in thfs discussion

vhich correlates the soll gas concentration to indoor-outdoor

Èemperature differences, wind speed, and barornetric pressure

changes.

A comparison of the actual aLr exchange rates in the test home with

those conputed in this discussion from a rnodel correlating air

exchange rate with indoor-outdoor tenperature differences and r¡lnd

speed.
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